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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF AEROELASTICITY ON STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
AND CONTROL OF A SWEPT-WING AIRPLANE ‘

By RICHARDB. SKOOG

SUMMARY

A theoretical analysia hm been made of tiw eJeci% of aero-
ehu?ticily on the st?kk-@d 8tutic ibn@udinal 8tdd&y and
elenz+!orangb reguiredfor bal.amceof an airplane. The analysix
b based on t.lwfamiliar stuMi4y egxation exprewing the con-
tribution oj wing and tail to longitudinal 8tubiJity. E$e& of
wing, tail, and juselage jlexib#ity are cuwidered. Ca&w?&ed
e#ects are shown jor a wept-wing bomber. of relatively high
.ffw”bility.

Although large changtx in stability due to certain parameters
are indtitid jor the example airpliuw, the owr-all stability
change w quite smai?.i?,compared to tlw indim”dua.1e~eci%,due
to the counterbalmming oj wing and tu~ eontributti. The I
effed of $m”bility on longitudinal UWrol for the example
airplane w jound to be of little real importance in @$igh+
although in turning jligh$ tlw e$eet w jound to be commenw-
rti wiih the du.btldy loss.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, nirplane confi@rations and operating speeds
have been such that prediction of longitudinal-stability and
-control characteristics usually could be handled without
regard to aeroelrtstic,effects. With higher flight speeds and
tlm use of swept wings, neroelastic effects are suiiiciently
important to pose major problems in airplane design.
Although flexibility of swept wings has introduced the major
problems to date, the flexibility of fuselage and swept-tail
surfaces may introduce problems approaching equal impor-
tance as speeds continue to increase. Much of the initial
published work on predicting these effects appeam to have
been done by the Britis$ (refs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5).

The object of the present study was to determine the
magnitude of the stability loss likely to be encountered on
swept-wing aircraft bf conventional configuration. To gain
this end, it was decided to evaluate the aeroelastic effects
for an airplane of relatively high flexibility. It was decided,
further, to employ a simple method of stability analysis in
order to seek a physical appreciation of the factors involved
in the net stability change for the airplane.

The results of the aforementioned study are presented in
this report together with the method of analysis employed.
The net stability change is shown together with the individual
contributions due to flexibility of wing, tail, and fuselage,

both including and neglecting the effect of inertial loads.
The method of analysis is based on the familiar” stability
equation expressing the contribution of wing and tail to
longitudinal stability. The reader interested solely in the
calculated results can turn directly to the section titled
“Application to Example Airplane.”
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wing tispect ratio~ —
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ratio of net aerod~amic force &long the airplane
Z axis (positive when directed upward) to the
weight of the airplane

aerodynamic-ixnter position, percent 6 behind
leading-edge

wing spm measured normal to the plane of
symmetry, ft

section chord parallel to the plane of symmetry, ft
average section chord parallel to the plane of

symmelzy, ft

J ‘piPdy
mean aerod$amic chord of wing, ObP Jft

J C dy
o

section lift coefficient -
lift

lift coefficient,. ~

tail 1?--
tail contribution to lift coefficient, —

qS,
wing lift-curve slope, per radian

tail lift-curve slope, per radian

pitching-moment coefficient, positive for nose-up
moment

moment, —
q%

pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift

rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with
lift coefficient

ac.
change in static stability parameter ~ due to

flexibility (yositive when stability is decreased
by flexibility)

I Su~es recmtly dmlaMledNAOA RM A61CL9 antltlei ‘I.in AIUJYSISOf the Etmw of Aeroelmgt[dty on Static rmrgiturilnd Stabaity and C.Jntrol of a Swept-Back-Wing
AlrPlonaj” by RIohnrd B. Skcc=g,19.51.
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i, tail incidence, it(Lt&)+constant, (positive in
same sense as a and also”relative to thrust axis
of the rigid airplane), radians

‘ail

()

rate of change of tail incidence with wing angle of
z & attack at constant AZ (due to fuselage bending

under thwuxodynsmic load, LJ
ait

()
mte of change of tail incidence with wing angle of

z L, attack at constant L’ (due to fuselage bending
under the loads imposed by” the reaction of
rear portion of fuselage and empennage masses
to normal acceleration)

, ai,

()
rate of change of tail incidence with tail angle of

~ *Z attack at constant Az (due to fuselage bending
under the aerodpmic load, LJ

ait
()

fuselage structural influence coefficient expressing
X&, , change in tail incidence per unit normal ac-

celeration, radiam/g

(“)

fuselage structural influence coefficient expressing
2 .Z change in tail incidence per unit tail load,

radians/lb
aerodynamic load on horizontal tail (positiv; when

directed upward), lb .
tail length (from airplane center of gravity to

aerodynamic center of horizontal tail), ft
free-strewn dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
tail dynamic pressure, lbJsq ft
wing area (iichxling portion covered by fuselage),

Sq ft
horizontal-tail area, sq ft .

true airspeed, ft/sec

1,s,
tail volume, ~

airplane weight, lb

distamm from wing aerodynamic center to airplane
center of gravity (positive when mewmred for-
ward of center of gravity), ft ‘

spanwiae coordinate perpendicular to plane of
symmetry, ft . ~ -

angle of attack of wing root chord, radiam

angle of attack of tail root chord, radians .

elevator+ffectiveness parameter, ~as,

lift effectiveness of elevator, per deg

pitching effectiveness of elevator, per deg

elevator angle (positive for down deflection),- deg

dowmvash imgle at the tail, radians

rate of change of dowmvash angle at the tail witti:
angle of attack

pitching velocity, radiansjsec

nondimensional span+ise coordinate, X
1#2

spanwise shift in aerodyutic-center position for

each wing panel, ~
b/2

Ad, sweep angle of wing quarter-chord lim (positivo
for sweepback), deg

SUBSCRIPT9

R rigid airplane
F flexibl~ airphme

3?tJNllikME.NTALCONSIDERATIONS .

The’purpose of this section of the report is to present the’
method of imslysis used in obtaining the calculated results for
the example airplane. The material k presented in thmo
main subsections. In the first subsection, titled “Stfibility
Equation,” the familiw stability equation expressing tlm
contribution of wing and tail to -static longitudinal stability
is presented in a modified form to include factors which
account for the airplane flexibility. In the second’ sub-
section, titled “Effect of Flexibility on the Stability Prwm-
etem,” methods are indicated and references are givm to
aid in evaluating the effects of flexib~ty on the factors
appearing in the stability equation. In “the third subsckt,ion
the effect of flexibility on longitudinal control is discussed,

STABILITY EQUATION

As is usually done, the present repotit considws the index
of static longitudinal stability to be the partial derivative
M?@C”. k free flight, cl&ges in lift cooflicient at con-
stant forward speed must always involve a curved flight
path and hence must always involve pitching volocit.y.
Further, in the case of a flexible airplane, the normal accolm-
ation associated with a curved flight path will introduco
deformations due to the loads imposed by the reaction of
point masses to normal acceleration. It should be not cd
that, in general, the effects of such deformations will be in
opposition to the effects associated with deformations caused
by increase in the aerodynamic loads only. In particular,
the over-all effect of the mass reactions referred to is to pro-
duce loads acting normal to the airplane phui form which [,1G
&“tributed over the wing and tail spans and along tho fuse-
lage. b the discussion to follow, for brevity, the? mass
effects are refereed to as inertial effects but should not bo
C@used with the-effect of body inertia on dynamic longitu-
dinal stability where the-inertia of the airplane m a whole is
considered. The sQn convention for the present analysis is
shown in figure 1.

~ Airplme

/’

z Oxis

.,thrust Iine
‘.. . “w

“.@.*-Ft:-
FIGURE l.+chemntic diagram defining positive directions’, for the

notntion of the present analysis.



ANALYSIS OF THE EFFEHS OF AEROELASTICITY ON

II’or a rigid airplane, the stability equation e.spressing the
contribution Of tig and tad to bC./t)CL is WJUt@ written as

The additional effect of pitching velocity on C. results in

(2)

If equations (1) and (2) are modiiied to include effects of
wing, tail, and fuselage flexibility and are then combined,
the following equation can be written (see Ap@mdix A)

(%)F=(;)F-&P-(%)F+(2).z+
(3)

As can be seen from these equations, flexibility of the air-
plarm structure is assumed to affect the following pmameters:

1. Wing aerodynamic center position ~

!2. wing ~t+~e dopeCL=
3. Tail lift-curve slope 6’La,

4, Rate of change of downwash at the tail ~~

Also, additional parameters are introduced because of fnse-
lnge flexibility. Of the parameters listed, items 1, 2, and 4
are influenced by wing flesibfity with item 3 being i.niluenced
by tail flexibility. The effect of flexibility on these param-
etera is discussed in detail later in this report.

It is of some ,jnterest to note that the third term of the
right-hand side of equation’ (3) and also the additional
parameter @i,/&Y)~, ‘in the second term of that equation do
not appear in the evahmtion of “stability for a model in a
wind tunnel where the model is physically restrained by the
support system from developing any accelerations or angular
velocities. However, since the former term is usually of
small magnitude in comparison- with the others in equation
(3), itwillbe neglected in the present analysis. It should
be noted, also, that the inertia of wing an! tail has not been
noglccted in developing equation (3), although only the
effect of fuselage inertia is shown explicitly. Actually, the
direct effects of wing and tail inertia are considered to be
contained implicitly’ in (CL=), and (CL=,),. Dettis of tfi

modification also will be referred to later in this report.

EFFECT OFFLEXIBILITYONTHEST.4EILITYPARAMETERS

Wing aerodynamic center.-on a sweptback wing of even
moderata sweep, wing bending exerts the predomimmt
influence on the aerodpmnic span load distribution, resulting
in an inboard shift in center of load for each wing panel.
Duo to this inboard shift@ cmter of load, the aerodynamic-
center position for a flexible wing will be ahead of that for
tho rigid wing. As is well known, any forward shift in
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aerodpamic center wih cause a decrease in longitudinal
stabili~. The geometric relation between any given span-
wise shift and the associated chordwise shift along the mean
aerodynamic -chord is given by the following relation:

(4)

It is apparent from this expression that the aerodynamic-
center shift along the chord is most severe at high aspect
ratios and high sweep angles for a given spamvise shift.
A method for detmminin g the span load distribution of a
flexible sweptback wing, tim which the aerodynamic-
center position of the flexible wing can be determined, is “
given in reference 6. TIM shift in aerodynamic-center
position for the tail is neglected since it only affects the

value of 1’ used in the calculation of ~.

Wing lift-curve slope,-on a sweptback wing, the lift-curve
slope for the flexible wing is usually less than that for a rigid
wing. As a result, the angle of attack required to reach a
given lift coefficient is higher for a flexible wing than for n
rigid wing. For this reason, the tail also is subjected to a
higher angle of attack (neglecting dowmvash considerations)
so Jhat the stability contribution of a rigid tail will be higher
on an airplane with a flexible wing than on an airplane with
a rigid wing. Consequently, the effect of reduction of wing
lift-curve slope on the stabili@- contribution of the tail is
such as to increase the stability for an airplane with swept- --
btik wings.

A method for dete rmining the lift-curve slope for a flexible
sw?ptback wing also is given in reference 6.

Rate of change of downwash at the tail (be/i M).-Therate
of change of dowmvash at the tail is dependent upon the span
load distribution associated with changing angle of attack
so that changea in span load distribution due to flexibility
may-have an influence on the average dowmvash at the tail.
The rate of change of dowmvash at the tail also depends
upon the lift-curve slope of the wing, however, so that the
over-all effect of wing flexibility on 2@a cannot be stated
even qualitatively for a general case without further analysis.

Methods for predicting the downwash in the plane of the
vortex sheet for low lift coefficients for any arbitrary continu-
ous span load distribution are given in references 7 and 8.
Although the value of &/&Y may vary considerably in a
direction perpendicular to the vortex sheet, it was felt that
application of such methods to an estimation of changes
in dowmvash was at least approximately correct.

In the method of reference 7 (which is believed to be the
simpler), the dowmvash. variation of &/bCL is calculated
from a relation which is essentially

(5)

where the terrimGS are influence coefficients given in reference
7, and (cIc/CL~)% are loading coefficients corresponding to
given spanwise stations as obtained from the span load
distribution for the flexible wing. The span load distribu-
tion for the flexible wing can be found from the method of
reference 6.
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To determine the stability parameter tkpa, equation (5)
is modified by introducing (CzJr The resulting exp&ssion
is

(6)

Tail Iift-ourve slope.-’lle effect of flexibility on the
lift-curve slope of a sviept tail shows the same qualitative
effects as for n swept wing. On a sweptback tail, the effect
of aeroelasticity will be to cause a reduction in lift-curve
slope so that the tail lift (and, consequently, the pitching
moment) dl be reduced at a given angIe of attack. The
effect of reduction in tail lift-curve slope on the stability
of the airplane, therefore, is to reduce the stability, whereas
the effect of reduction in wing lift-curve slope -was shown
to increase the stabiIity.

Tail lift-curve slope can be determined by the same method
as for the wing as given in reference 6.

Change in tail incidence due to fuselage bending.-From
equation (3) it can be s@en that fuselage flexibility affects
the stability in general by the introduction of three additional
terms giving the chapge in tail incidence due to fuselage
bending. These terms are (M,~a).z, (bi@a)L,, and

@tpat)dz. Expressions for these terms are developed in

Appendix A but are shown below for convenience.

a;,()
[1–@.@4p]pLa,)~s,owamAz

S .Z= l–(cz=t)Fq,8t(ait/aLt)Az(7)

ai,() (aitPAz)Lt[(cLJFd@/N]
z .,=1— (cz.t)FQtst(ait/aLt)~z

a it() (cL.t)=~<st(ait/aLt)~z
~ *Z=1— (cL=t)Fgtst(ai~aLt)Az

(s)

(9)

EFFECTOF FLZXLEILITY ON LONGITUDINAL CONTROL.

In the preceding sections of this report, the change in static
longitudinal stability due to aeroelasticity has been discussed
in some detaiI. It is also of interest, however, to consider
the effect of flexibili~ on elevator angle required for balance
(Cm= O). There are two effects which must be- considered:

1. The primary effect of the stability changes just dis-
cussed.

2. The secondary effect of elevator deflection in the
absence of any stability changes.

The second effect is introduced by the deflection of hori-
zontal taiI and fuselage under the load produced by elevator
deflection.

The first effect can be evaluated graphically by plotting
the stability curve (Cmvs. CJ for the rigid airphme and also
the family of stability curves for the flexible airplahe as
calculated at several values of dynamic pressure. h turning
flight, the elevator angle for balance, then, can be calculated
from the individual stability curves directly. In straight
flight, where the dynamic pressure changes with lift coeffi-
cient, the elevator angle variation can be found from the
variation of ~. vvith CL given by plotting the flight variation
of CL with g across the family of curves for the flexible
airplane.

The second effect can be evaluated by means of the follow- ,
ing equation derived in Appendix B.

“In this equation & represents the elevator anglo required
(with flexibility of the horizon&d tail and fuselago present)
to maintain the same lift on thh tail as that produced by an
arbitrary elevator deflection (6%) on the rigid airplane. The

ratio of elevator electiveness for the rigid tail @C@&)n

to the elevator effectiveness for the flesible Lafl @?&,@$#)P

can be found by the relation which is derived in ApponclL~ C.

(11)

,,/CL,E are constants with m.gnituclo &where k and ACL~

pendent on the structural rigidity of the tail. Evaluation of
k and ACL;l/CL,E (defined in Appendix C) involves a knowl-

edge of the span load distribution due to olevntor deflection
and the span load distribution due to symmetric twist clis-
tribution. Span load distributions for wings and flaps of
arbitrmy plan form are given in reference 7 for symmetric
flap deflection. Span load distributions duo to symnmtric,
continuous twist distribution are given in referenco 9. The
calculation procedure is similar to that contained in rofor-
enm 6.

The procedure used to calculate the elevator angle required
for balance may be summarized as follows:

(1) Determine the stability curve for the rigid nirplnne for
“agiven center-f-gravity position.

(2) Using the stability given by (1) rmd the stabiliLy
change given by equation (3), determine the slope of tho sta-
bility curve for the flexible airplane. Determine the clmnge
in C- by integrating the aeroelnstic loadings caused by

builbin twist and camber as found by the mothocl of referonco
6. Note that the effect of dead weight on CmOis ,accounted

for by using stability curves which include the offccts of
inertia. With the slope and intercept thus determined, plot
stabili~ curves for the flexible airplane at several values of
dynamic pressure.

(3) Plot the fight variation of CL with q across the family
of CUl?VeSso obtained.

(4) Determine<the elevator angle required for b~anco ~%

corresponding to the variation in Cmwith CL so determined.
(5) Obtain the final elevator angle required for bahmco by

means of equation (10).

APPLICATION TO EXAMPLE AIRPLANE

The method of analysis indicated in the preceding section
of the report has been applied to an example swept-wing
airplane known to have a relatively flesible structure. Com-
pressibility considerations in regard to the effect on span
load distribution were neglected in evaluating the aeroelastic
effects since a preliminary estimah showed thorn to be of
second order (compared to the primary effect of dynmnio
pressure) for the particular configuration studied. Tho
ratio of tail dynamic pressure to free-stream dynamio pros-
snre was assumed to be equal to 1.0. The airplane con-
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FIQUBE 2.—Geometric characteristics of example airplane.

figuration is shown in figure 2 with the pertinent geometric
prmmeters indicatid. The sweep angles of wing and tail
are 36° and 33°, respectively; the wing aspect ratio is 9.43,
wing taper ratio 0.42; tail aspect ratio 4.06, tail taper ratio
0,423; and tail volume 0.672. The effect of the en~e
nacelles on the aerodynamic span load distribution was
neglected as was the effect of the fuselage. The elastic axk
for the wing is located at the 38-percent-chord line and for the
tail is located at the 50-percant-chord line. Thevariation
of pertimmt structured characteristics mross the semispan of
of wing and horizontal tail is presented in fignre 3. The
structural influence coefficients associated with fus~age
fhmibility are defined by the following data:

w,()~ *Z
=–0.0000342, degflb

(“)~z ~ =0.45, degjg
t

EFFECT OF FLEXIBILITY ON STABILITY

In the .diacussion to follo~v, the materiall is presented in
tlm following order: first, an evaluation of the effects of
fkibility on each of the parameters appearing in the static-
longitudmal-stabifity equation, and second, an evaluation of
the over-all effect of flexibility for the airplane as a whole.
The individual effects are presented in figures 4 through 9
rmd am summarized in figure 10. The over-all effect iS
prr.wmted in figure 11.

Tho dfcct of changes in the stability parameters on the
stability of the example airplane has been evaluated by
assuming that only the parameter under consideration is
affected by flexibility. In this way, the effect of changes ii
cwch parameter can be assessed individually. In the discus-
sion of each parameter which follows, effects due to the
nction of aerodynamic loads only me considered first, fol-
lowod by consideration of the modifying influence of inertia.

W~ aerodynamic center.—The shift in wing aerod~”amic-
xmter position due to wing flexibility is shown in figure 4
;ogether with the associated stability change. Jnasmuch as
Ae d&cussion is being restricted for the moment to effects
he to aerodynamic loads only, merely the curves shown for
the weightl= wing need be wnsidered, since tkwse curves
~“e for zero inertial effect. As can be seen, the aerodynamic
inter with inertia absent moves forward from the rigid-
tig value of 32 percent of the mean nerodwamic chord
until at a dynamic pressure of about 800 pounds per squ~e
root the aerodynamic center is ahnost at tie leading edge
of the mean aerodynamic chord. As ca’n be seen from the
values of stability change, the effect of aerodynamic-center
3hift in itself is very large. For example, at a dynamic
pre9sure of 500 pounds per square foot, the neutral point of
the wing has shifted forward by 20-percent chord, which of
itself would introduce a serious stabili@ problem.
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FmuEE 3.—Vm”ation in pertinent structural characteristics across. the
semispan for the wing and horizontal tfiil of the example airplane.
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o .2 .4 6-. .8. Lo
Spanwise stotlon, q

(b) Horizontal tail.

FIGURE3.-Cknmluded.

It is of some interest to bow how much of the stability
change with inertia absent is due to bending deformations
rmd how much is due to torsidnal deformations. In order to
aid in this comparison, a curve has been included in figure 4
showing the contribution of tomion alone. & oan be seen,
torsional deflections are stabtig, while bending deflections
me destabilizing. The contribution due to torsion is seen
to be much smaller than that due to bending. The relative
importance of torsion and bending, however, depends on the
ratio of tomiohal to bending rigidities and location of the
elastic axis, and hence would not neeesemily be the same for
all airpkmes. An equally important factor to consider is
the effect of sweep angle. The extremes of zero sweep and
,90° sweep best illustrate the point, since for zero sweep only
torsion is a factor, while for 90° sweep only bending is a
factor.

The effect of inertia on the location of the aerodynamic
center for the example wing also is included in iigure 4 for
airplane wing loadings of 70 pounds per square foot and 100
pounds per square foot: As em be seen from the figure, the
effect of wing inertia is only mildly aIIeviatingl Although
the relieving effect in this ease is shown to be rather small,

40

20

O.c

o

-20

:2

o 1 { I=u+%

.4’ , , I 1 1 1 I I 1 I I
o Immm 4CX5 m m 700 800

Dynomic pressure, q, lb/sq f!

FICWRE +L-Variation of fig rierodynarnio center with dyrmmio pres-

sure for the example airplane.

the effect for other airplanes may not be of similar magnitude,
since the inertia effect depends upon the ratio of wing weight
to total &plana weight in ad&tion to the spanwiso weight
titribution previously mentioned. By reference onto moro
to the case of a tailless airplane, it would appea+ that wing
inertia wouId have a much greater relieving effect in that
ease, since more of the total airplane weight is iu the wings
than for conventional airplanes.

W~ -lift-curve slope,—The ratio of fle.tible to rngjd w@g
lift-curve -slope and the associated increase in tail contribu-
tion to longitudinal stability is presented in figm% 5 m n
function, .nf dynamk pressure’:’ A ~efor:; the curves for
thi weightks wing r~present the W& of z%ro inei%ia effec~,
At a“ dynatic pressure of 500 pdbds pti .#@&c/lfoot Iho
lift-curve slope with tiertia absent is ~educbd to 64 porcont
of the rigid-wing value. The associated increaso in ● tail
stability contribution amounts to a rearward neutrnl-point
shift of 25 pereent. At this same dynamic pressure, lLo
stability contribution of the wing aerodynrunic-cmter shift
(with inertia absent) was shown to be a forward shift of 20
percent, or almost the same magnitude, so that the two wing
factors so far discussed would appmr to be largely canceling.
Whether canceling of these effects will eskt in general for
all wmfigurations cannot be detetied at this time. Calcu-
lations for a fighter configuration of markwlly clifhront
geometric and structural characteristics, howm-er, rmultcd
in essentially the same relation between these wing fuctors,
An interesting extreme to consider is the case of t-ho tailkss
airplane for which the second terin of the static-longitudinal-
stability equation does not exist. In this case no enncoling
of these effects will be possible so that the net stnbility chnngo
will be due solely to wing aerodynarnie-center shif$.

Since the effect on stability of reduction in wing lift-curvo
slope is large with inertia absent, it is of interest to consi(lcr
the relative contribution of bending and torsion. For this
purpose a curve is included in figure 5 showing tho contri-
bution of tomion alone. As can bo seen, the contribution
of torsion to the lift-curve slope is an incream, J}hilo the
larger effect of bending is a decrease. Tho amocintod
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stability changes are shown to be a decrease due to toreion
rmd a much larger increase due to bending.

The effect of inertia on the wing lift-curve slope also is
included in figure 5 for airplane wing lowlin@ of 70 and 100
pounds per square foot. As can be seen, the effect of wing
inertia is much the same as was’ stated for aerodynaniic
contor (i. e., mildly alleviating).

Rate of change of downwash at the tail.-The variation
along the swept-tail span of the rate of change of dowmvaah
in the plane of the vortex sheet with inertial effects absent is
presented in figure 6 for several values of dynamic pressure.
As indiented earlier in this report, the curves are based on a
method which is applicable only at low lift coefficients. The
location of the tip of the horizontal tail is indicated in the
figure. As can be seen, large changes in downwash are
indicated behind tlm outer sections of the wing and in the
plane of symmetry; however, the average downwash over
the tail is changed only slighdy. The change in average
downwash depends on the ratio of tail span to wing span.
The downwash fnotor, 1— (d+lcc), based on the average
downwsh over the tail is presented in figure 7 as a function
of dynamic pressure along with the associated change in
stability contribution of the tail. As can be seen from the
figure, the change in downwash factor is very slight, being
of tho order of 5 percent at the highest dynamic pressure
considered. The stability change, as would be expected, is
correspondingly small and relatively unimportant compared
to the other stability factom so far discussed.

The effect of inertia on downwash at the tail is not shown,
since the relatively larger downwash changes associated
with the aeroelastic effects due to aerodynamic loads only
were shown to be unimportant.

Tail Iift-cmrve slope.—The ratio of flexible to rigid tafi
lift-curve slope and the associated decrease in tail stability
contribution is shown in figure 8 &ith similar curves for the
wingshown for comparison. As can ke seen from the figure,
the effect of flexibility on tail lift-ourve slope is not so pro-
nounced as that for the wing, and, as a consequence, the
effect on the stability contribution of the tail is also corre-
spondingly 109s. As cm also be seen from the figure, the
inertial effect on the tail is similar to that for the wing.~

Tail incidenoe ohange due to fuselage bending,-The
variation with dynamic pressure of an over-all stability term
mprossing the change in tail incidence due to fudage bend-
ing is shown in figure 9. The curves showing the ‘contribu-
tion of aerodynamic loads only are indicated by (bi@a)L,=O.

Curves me presented considering the effect of fuselage
flexibility alone and also including the eilects of wing and
tail fle.ubility. For comparison, curves of average down-
wash and stability change due to dowmvash chmge are also
presented. At the higher values of dynamic pressure the
fuselage factor becomes of the same order of magnitude as

$Tboflgom&o lruK1~tmthomt8nttowhichthe~ effw m= wftiwfngleadlng,
afnce the curvo for the welshtlem wins could hut as WEIIbe MeM B7S-.. A physfml
erplnnntlooherefs thaton nfrdaneof fn!bltanrass wIll~ce mro Aznnd&lUtfngloadS,
w thnt the oflcct of fldb!fitr for W/S= o ts fig sameas ff the alrrhne wem phydmlly w
etralned and merely pivote~ alxat the rznka of grovi~. An afrplane havfng ard@ ~
however, VW expcricnma normal nccelarrttfonso that the wtns Inertfrdlmds Ml tied the
Wag dctlectlonand hmce CL&

1.2
Torsion cdy (weightless wing) -& I ~ I ~ ~
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FIQURE6.—Variation of the ratio of flexible to rigid wing lift-curve
slope with dynamio pressure for the esarnple airplane.
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FIGUIUI6.—Variation along the swept-tail span of the rate of @ange cf
down-wash in the plane of the vortex sheet for saved v~u= cf
dynamio pressure for the example airplane as affected by aerc-
dynamio loads only.
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Fmum 7.—Variation of the dowmvaah faotor [1– (dc/da)~,] fmd the
associated stability ohange with dynamio pressure for the example
airplane as affected by aerodynamic loads only.
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FKNJREfL—Variation of the ratio of flexible to rigid tail lift-curve
slope and associated stability change with dynamic pressure for the
example airplane, with similar curws for the wing shown for com-
parison.

the average rate of change of dowmvash at the tail and there-
fore is scan to be of comparable importance. The effect of
including wing and tail flexibility in the fuselage factor is
to lower the factor slightly as show-n. By reference to the
stability curves, it can be seen that the stability change due
to fuselage bending is of much greater importance than that
due to dowmvash change, ,m would be expected from the
comparison shown on the upper part of tie figure. It can
also be seen that the effect of wing and tail flexibility is to
alleviate the stability decrease due to fuselage flexibility.

As can be seen from the figure, the effect of inertia on the
fuselage factor is very large and consequently of considerable
import anco. It will be remembered that the effect of inertia
on the wing and tail factors was only slight by comparison.
It is interesting to note that consideration of inertia and of
all the flexibilities involved results (for the example airphme)
h a fuselage factor equiil essentially” to zero even though the
aerodynamic contribution is large. In the-se estimates of
inertird effects, the influence on fuselage factor of wing and
tail inertia has been neglected, since these effects are of higher
order for this airplane.

Summary of effeots. —The effects of wing, tail, and fuselage
flexibility on the longitudinal-stability index ?)CJbC~ of the
example airpkme are summarized in figure 10, showing the
important individual effects which have been discussed. The
upper set of curves presents the effects due to aerodynamic
load only while the lower set of curves also includes the tiects
due to inertial loads for an airplane wing loading of 70 pounds
per square foot. As can be seen from the figure, all the eflects
are destabilizing except the effect of reduction in wing lift-
curve slope on the stability contribution of the tail. The
stabiIity changes due to wing aerodynamic-center shift and
reduction in wing lift-curve slope are shown to be by far the
largest effects of those shown. Both these results are shown
to be true whether inertial effects are included or not.

The over-alI effect of flexibility on the static-stability index
bCmPCL for the example airplane is shown in figure 11.

-.2 I 1 1
I Including wmg and toil flexlbilityl I Includim WII-10I ~Af@~

1“ 1“”’1

I 1 I I I I , , t

Fuse!age flexibility only ~
o
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I?rcimta 9.—Variation with dynatic pressure of the factors aesaclatcd
with fuselage flexibility and the stability change duo to theso faators
for the example ah-plane.
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FIQUEE10.-Sarnmary of the individual effeots of tho various pnrnm-
etem i~volved on stability of the example airplnno as affeoted by
aerodynamic loads only and also as affeoted by both nerodynnmic
and inertial loads.

The curves presented show the changes due to acrodymmic
loads only and ilso include the effects of inertial loads for
an airplane wing loading of 70 pounds per square foot. Duo
to the nature of the second term of the stability equation,
the effects shown in figure 10%renot all additive rdgebraicdly;
therefore, the curves of figure 11 were obtained by t-allowing
all the factors in the equation to vary simultaneously. As
can be seen from the figure, inertial effects reduce con-
siderably the stability change which would otherwiso occur
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IUQURE1I.—Over-all effect of flesibili@ on the static-stabiIity index
bC@C~ for the example airplane as affeated by aerodynamic loada
only and also by both nerodynamia and inertial loads.

for this airplane. For example, the stability change at a
dynamic pressure of 500 pounds per square foot is reduced,
due to inertia, from n neutral-point shift of about 17 percent
to about 7 percent. When the large individual effects are
romembwed, the over-all change due to fle.ubility for the
airplane (as shown by the inertial curve) is seen to be rela-
tively small.

It is of interest to consider the effect of flexibility on the
flight test index b6,PCL (which is associated with aCJbCJ,
Sincrf3

Considmution of the above relation alone leads to the pos-
sibility of counter-balancing between the effects of aero--
olasticity on bC.PCL and on bC@.; therefore, figure 12 is
presented to show the over-all change in b6,/bC~as a function
of q for an assumed static margin for the rigid airplane of
0,10, Curves are presented for i3CJN.= (3CJi3&)~ and for
30./36,= (&&/t@~ to show the influence of that parameter
on A @&/t)@. As can be seen from *he figure, the variation
of A (36’PCL) with q for the example airplane is governed
primarily by the stability change rather them by loss in
control effectiveness. That this conclusion will be true, in
genernl, for airplanes which tier 10SSk stabfim with
increase in q perhaps is not immediately obvious, but can
bo seen quite readily from recognition of the fact that the
intersection of the two curves shown in figure 1’2at a dynamic
pressure of about 600 pounds per square foot is due to the
flexible airplane having become neutrally stable. It is
apparent that the parameter 3CJb6. can have no effect
on 36@CL when an airplane has neutral stability since
3&/t@’=0.

EFFECT OF FLEXI131LTTY ON LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

Tho effect of flexibility on the elevator angle required for
balance in Ig flight has been evaluated for the example air-
plano for a static margin of the rigid airplane of 0.10. The
mmigraphical analysis described earlier was used. The case

sTho Wmmckr@C@ Cr,)FIs EIVUIby eCIUtfOU(3) of thtsrwmt. The meter
@C@JF am befoundfmmcwmtIon(10)slnrafmmthe~ of thefmBIwJalendlngto
tbntwurtlm,Ut9chmrthat

of turning flight is not considered here since the results for
that case are believed to be suilicientily summarized in figure
12 just discussed. The variation of elevator angle with
dynamic pressure for steady level flight is presented in figure
13 (a) for the case where up-elevator only is required and
in figure 13 (b) for the case where both up- and down-
elevator are required.d Curves are shown for both the rigid
and flexible airplane. As can be seen from the fi=gure, the
effect of aeroekticity for the case of up-elevatoi only is
quite small. This results from the counteracting effects of

-4

Q+
.-

:

0

‘2p4
a

8
0

Dynamic pressur~ q, Iblsq ft

FIciuRE 12.—Otier-all effect of flexibility on the rate of change of ele-
vator angle with lift coefficient in turning Sight for the ~xample
airplane amuming.static margin for the rigid airplane of 0.10.

DyMmicp~ q Ib/sq ft

(a) With only up-elevator angle required (C.O=O).
(b) With both up- and down-elevator angle required (C.0=+0.03).

~GUREI13.—Variation in elevator angle for balance with dynamio
premum in steady level fight for the example airplane when con-
sidered to be both rigid and flexible aemrning statio margin for the
rigid airplane of 0.10.

flexibility on the slope of the stability cnqve, the change in
C% due to camber and twist, and the loss in elevator effective-
ness. For the case where both up- and down-elevator are
required, the more positive value of C% causes a more
downward increment of elevator deflection for the flesible
case than for the rigid because of the loss in elevator effective-
ness due to flexibility.

4Thodeterqtnlngfeotc+Ineachawek thevalueof C%fortherfgbifdrpkme.In caseI
c%wr@~ed WmltOzem3,whnofGTmsez C%masmmedeqnnlto+.aal rnml-
cnlatlngthe&enge~ C%dueto &rlbflftyforImth~ value?of 1°msbcut rmdc%=
-0.010(seotbmPhhfng mementdnetommbor)wereused.

.
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The effect of flexibility of horizontal tail and fuselage in
- modifying the elevator angle required for balance is shown in

figure 14 as calculated for the example airplane. The effect
shown in this figure is included in the curves of figure 13.
The elevator-angle ratio incremes ahnost linearly reaching
a value of about.1.9 at a dynamic pressure of 800 pounds per
square foot.

In all of these calculations, torsion of the elevator has been
neglected; that is, the surface is assumed to be infinitely
rigid to hinge moments.

‘1“@m
.9-?
a—g
0

;

:

iz

Dynamic pressure, q, lb/sq ft

FIGURE14.-Variation of the elevator angle ratio && with dynamic
pressure for the example airplane.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
,

The effect of flexibility on static longitudinal stability and
control of an airplane is such as to preclude any real general-

izations of the results presented herein. Although the over-
all aercelastie effect on stability for tlm example airplano
was found to be small compared to the individual effects,
it cannot be said that like calculations for any airplano will
also yield a small effect. It can be said, howevor, that, for
any practical swept-wing airplane with a tail, the stability
change due to a shift in wing aerodynamic center will bo
destabilizing, while the change in wing lift-curve slope will
be stabilizing, S6 that a certain amount of counterbalancing
between these major effects will always be present. As can
be seen from the simple stability equation employed in this
analysis, the degree of mmpleteness of the C-c”unterbahmcing
depends directly on the size, plan form, nnd location of tho
tail as they &ect the stability contributed by the tail.
Therefore, in the design of airplanes for which wing flexi-
bility would be expected to exert a large influence on sta-
bility, it would appear that a minimum over-all aeroelastic
effect may be accomplished more advantageously by design
changes to the horizontal tail than by such changes to tlm
wing.

The calculations presented her&n with regard to the effect
of flexibility on longitudinal control show the effect to be of
little real importance for the example airplane in lg flight,’
although in turning flight the effect is shown to be common-
mrate with the stability loss.

AzJEs AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
NATIONAL ADVISORY -COHmIIE FOR AERONAUTICS

MO~FEH FIELD, CU., Mar. 19, 1%51

APPENDIX A

EVALUATION OF PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH FUSELAGE FLEXIBILITY

k order to show how the parameters associated with
fuselage flexibility enter the longitudinal~t.abili~ equation,
equation (3) of-the text will be derived here. If the pitcbing-
moment contribution of wing and tail are considered in
nondimensional form (i. e., in terms of C“, C<~, etc.), the
pitching-moment coefficient of the combination can be
written rIs:

(Al)

Since a flesible airplane is being considered, (CJ ~d
(CL,), should be expressed in terms of parameters applying

to a flesible structure, so that

(CL)F=(aL.)Fa (M)

(C.t)p= (CL.,).% (A3)

where
J

a~=ap— ~F+<~+l~ —
v

(A4)
. .

In equation (A4), it should be recognized that the dowmvqsh
angle e~may be aflected by the changes in span load distri-
bution associated with flexibility and also that the tail
incidence it is affected by fuselage flexibility. Substituting
equation (A4) into equation (A3) followed by substitution -
of the modified equation (A3) into equation (Al), ‘

Differentiating with respect to CL and factoring (CLa)Ffrom
the second term, equation (A@ becomes

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to evaluate &i@a.
To do this, the tail incidence (i,) can be written

(A7)

where (WPLt)Az md (MP.AJL, are structural infhmnco
coefficients associated with fuselage ben~ng. Differentiating
equation (A7) with re9pect to ctF,

==O+(%)Az%+&)L,% “ “8)

It should be noted here that, although equation (At3) con-
tains the partial derivative hi,/@, the total dmivdivo of
equation (A7) must be taken because of the dependence of

.
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q it, rmd d on ap in the expression for L’ which can be written
as

‘rho derivative of equation (A9) with .mwpect to a~ is then

For notational consistaucy with equation (A7), &/da* and
dd/daF can be written as &/bcY~and ZMPaF, since at con-
st~t q the qU~titi@S c ~d d Me f~ctio~ of aF ody.
With these substitutions in equation (A1O) and knowing
that

from differentiation of

(CL),(%)FaF~
Az=-~q= W/S’

(All)

“ (A12)

equation (As) can be titten after some rearrangement as

where

()

ail [l–(ad?%] (cL.,),gtst(aitp~t)dz

= += 1 — (CL.t)F@ (Mt/aL&

ait() (tit/aAZ)L,[(CL.)Fd@/~]
~ Lt=,& (CL=t)F@t (a6/aLt)Az

By substitution of equation (A13) into equation (A6) and
after rearrangement, a final expression for aC./bCL may be
written as

(A14)

APPENDIX B

EVALUATION OF ELEVATOR ANGLE REQUIRED FOR BALANCE

In evaluating the elevator angle required for balance
(0.=0) for a flexible airplane, it is necessary to consider the
effect that elevator deflection will have on aeroelastic dis-
tortion of the horizontal tail and fuselage since such distor-
tion will change the elevator angle required to balance the
pitching moment existing with elevator neutral. If the
elevutor is assumed to be deflected by m arbim angle &,
with the fuselage and horizontal tail iixed in position, the
lift coefficient on the tail due to elevator deflection maybe
written as

(331)

If the horizontal tail is now allowed to relax (with the fuselage
still fixed in position), the lift on the tail ~ change due to
distortion of the structure. The elevator angle required to
maintain the same lift on the tail as that given by equation
@l) is defied by

ra3=cL,=f%)3’
so thnt

(B2)

(B3)

If tho fuselage now is allowed t.a relax, the lift on the tail
will change due to a change in tail incidence. The additional
elevator angle required to maintain the lift at the value
given by equation (B 1) can be written as

(B4)
. A~t

ti%=——
(%)F

where
a;,

()‘i’= ~ +cL’q’@’

“ “=G%Lf%)5@,
(B5)

The final elevator angle req&ed is then

&=6.1-l-&2 (B6)

By substitution in equation @6), the following expression is
obtained for the elevator angle required on a flexible airplane
to maintain the same lift on the tail produced by an arbi-
trary elevator deflection on a rigid airplane

[

(&%t/@R a;, (aCL@.).@st ~B7)

()
——13=&0 (aCL,p6.)F U +

(Q 1
Since

(aCLt/@) ~
‘%’)Jm=(a@L,/b~)F

(B8)

equation (B7) w be written more convenimtly as

(acL,pa.)R~_(~)Az(~Lat)FqN~ ‘g)

6’=6’0 (acLtp&) ~
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APPENDIX c

EVALUATION OF LIFT EFFECTIVENESS FOR FLEXIBLE TAIL

The lift effectiveness of an elevator (bCJb6C) for the case
of a flexible horizontal tail will differ from that for a rigid
trtil due to distortion of the sh-ucture.l The streamtie
twist of the structure can be found in reference 6 by applying
a relaxation approach to the p~oblem. Using this approach,
the twist distribution for a sweptback tail can be written
in series form as

c(q)= s(7) —A~(q)+&J~)+ . . . (cl)
where

c(q) twist of the flexible wing

@(v) twist produced by the Ioatig for the rigid wing
A6 (T) twist produced by the loading associated with %(q)
AeJT) twist produced by the loading associated with A~(T)

etc.

Since e(q) can be written in series form, it’is apparent that a
similar exqwession can be written for the lift coefficient
produced by a given elevator deflection for the flexible wing,
SOthat

OZ,F=CL,E–ACL,,+ACL,2 --- (C2)

where

CLtF liftcoefficient for the flexible tail

~L,R liftcoefficient for the rigid tail

AC’Lll liftcoefficient obtained by iutebgating the loading’
associated with %(q)

AoL,, lift coefficient obtained by integrating the loading
rtssociated with A@(q) etc.

If the terms of equation (Cl) are related by a constant of

1 Elemter rfbtortten la nw.lectcdfn thb armlysk.

proportionality (which is the usual case),z equotion (C2) can
be written as

C’LtF=CL,R-ACL,,(l-K+& ...) (C3)

where
ACLC2

E=—
ACL,l

Equation (C3) simplifies to

()
C=l~=CL,~–ACLtl &K (C4)

sinca the series 1—K+li? . . . is merely an espnnsion of
1/1+K. The ratio of the lift effectiveness for the flexiblo
tail to that for the rigid tail can bo obtained from
(C%) by dividing by C!,n. Tho equation becomes

@cL@.)p CLJF=l ‘cL1, 1

@CLtp&)E=~
_— —

ACL,R l+K

equation

(C6)

Equation (C5) can be simplified since K and AoLtl me
proportional to q, and becomes

where A(?LII and k are evaluated for unit dynamic pmssum

at the tail.
I Tb@ he ofIoedappltrattnnfor the Ilret term IX.@is the cmtrold of the’chordwh hdfflg

Prdmed by elevatordeflectionwhlfetheUneofIcedappl@Uon for themmalntng twrm la
the aerodynamic.center of the seothm. The relative contribution of Iwdlng ead tordon,
therefm%k not the cametn CC@IMin .uux#ifng terms. Oaladat!ons mnde todoto,howovcr,
haveshowntheconvtentofpmporttenalltytoappfy to therelatlenbotwecnMq)rmdAs(q)
M weIlaste thetermsbeyomlAs(?). Theremay@ .wmec@Murntloruforwhlohthe
proportlenafltywflf~ Itmftedto Ae@ rmd.mcoxdlngterm$however.
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